Abstract. For m, n > 0 and mn < 0 we estimate the sums c≤x S(m, n, c, χ) c ,
Introduction and statement of results
plays a central part in analytic number theory. For applications, see [11, 25] for example. In this paper we study generalised Kloosterman sums S(m, n, c, χ) attached to the Dedekind eta multiplier χ of weight 1/2. These are given by Kloosterman sums with general multipliers have been studied by Bruggeman [4] , GoldfeldSarnak [10] and Pribitkin [19] , amongst many others. For the ordinary Kloosterman sums S(m, n, c), Linnik [16] and Selberg [27] conjectured that there should be considerable cancellation in the sums Sarnak and Tsimerman [24] proposed a modified version of Linnik's and Selberg's conjecture with an ε-"safety valve" in m and n. In particular, the refined conjecture for (1.2) is c≤x S(m, n, c) c
One obtains the "trivial bound" for (1.2) by applying Weil's bound [30] |S(m, n, c)| ≤ τ (c)(m, n, c) Still the best known bound in the x aspect was obtained by Kuznetsov [15] , who proved for m, n > 0 that c≤x S(m, n, c) c ≪ m,n x 1 6 (log x) where θ is any admissible exponent in the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture for the coefficients of weight zero Maass cusp forms. By work of Kim and Sarnak [12, Appendix 2] , the exponent θ = 7/64 is available. Ganguly and Sengupta [9] have generalised the results of Sarnak and Tsimerman to sums over c that are divisible by a fixed integer q. Kiral [13] obtained estimates in the case mn < 0 using the opposite sign Kloosterman zeta function. He obtained the bound c≤x S(m, n, c) c ≪ x 1 6 +ε (m, n) ε + (mn) θ + x ε (mn) 1 4 +ε , where θ is as above. They obtained a stronger result for sums of Kloosterman sums S(1, n, c, χ) when n < 0 [1, Theorem 9.1]. This leads to an improvement in error term [1, Theorem 1.1] when one truncates Rademacher's formula [21, 22] for the partition function p(n). Our first Theorem improves the mn-aspect in (1.5). We also consider the case when m, n > 0. Let P := k(3k±1) 2
: k ∈ Z , the set of generalized pentagonal numbers. Theorem 1.2. Let m, n > 0 be integers be such that m − 1 ∈ P or n − 1 ∈ P. Then we have Remark 1.1. When both m, n > 0 are such that m − 1 ∈ P and n − 1 ∈ P, we have the asymptotic formula
for some constant C(m, n). See [2, Theorem 8].
We also obtain refined bounds which recognise the arithmetic of 24m − 23 and 24n − 23. In analogy with the result of Sarnak and Tsimerman, these depend on progress toward the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture. 
where θ represents the best admissible exponent toward the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture.
The proofs of Theorems 1.1-1.4 depend on generalisations of Kuznetsov's trace formula due to Proskurin [20] and Ahlgren-Andersen [1] . These are given in Sections 5 and 6. This formula transfers the task at hand to that of establishing bounds for sums involving the coefficients of half integral weight holomorphic and Maass cusp forms.
To bound the contribution from holomorphic forms we appeal to Petersson's formula. We also use the Shimura lift for half integer weight forms and Deligne's bound to obtain bounds in terms of the factorisation of 24m − 23 and 24n − 23. Details can be found in Sections 3 and 7.
To bound the contribution from the Maass cusp forms we modify a dyadic argument in the spectral parameter that appears in [1, 24] . Our new treatment involves estimating an initial segment for the spectral parameter. This relies on an averaged bound of Duke [6] due to Ahlgren and Andersen [1] . We will also make use of a forthcoming mean value estimate for the coefficients of Maass cusp forms due to Andersen and Duke [3] . These bounds can be found in Section 8. We also appeal to a Shimura lift for half integral weight Maass cusp forms [1] and progress toward the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture to obtain bounds in terms of the factorisation of 24m − 23 and 24n − 23. These tools appear in Section 4.
The proofs of Theorems 1.1-1.4 can be found in Sections 9-12 respectively.
Preliminaries
We give only a concise background related to the case we treat. More details can be found in [1] and [7] for example. Let H denote the upper-half plane and Γ := SL 2 (Z) denote the full modular group. We have the usual action of SL 2 (R) on H given by
For γ ∈ SL 2 (R) we define the weight k slash operator by
where the argument is always chosen in (−π, π]. The weight k Laplacian is defined by
A real analytic function f : H → C is an eigenfunction of ∆ k with eigenvalue λ if
We write
where r is the spectral parameter. Let η denote Dedekind's eta function, defined by
Furthermore, let χ be the multiplier of weight 1/2 on SL 2 (Z), defined by
Rademacher [23] proved that
where s(d, c) is the Dedekind sum
In what follows let ν be a general multiplier of weight k. A function f : H → C is automorphic of weight k and multiplier ν for Γ 0 (N) if
Let A k (N, ν) denote the space of such functions. If f ∈ A k (N, ν) is a smooth eigenfunction of ∆ k which satisfies the growth condition
for some σ and all τ ∈ H, then it is called a Maass form. Let A k (N, ν, r) denote the vector space of Maass forms with spectral parameter r. For f ∈ A k (N, ν, r), let α ν ∈ R be such that f (τ + 1) = e(−α ν )f (τ ). We define n ν := n − α ν for all n ∈ Z. Such an f has Fourier expansion
where W κ,µ denotes the W -Whittaker function. Let L k (N, ν) denote the L 2 -space of automorphic functions with respect to the Petersson inner product
The space L k (N, ν) admits a complete spectral resolution with respect to −∆ k [1, 7] . The spectrum of L k (N, ν) on ∆ k consists of an absolutely continuous spectrum of multiplicity equal to the number of singular cusps, and a discrete spectrum of finite multiplicity. When (k, ν) = (1/2, χ) and we work on the full modular group Γ, there is no continuous spectrum because the only cusp is non-singular.
Let S k (N, ν) denote the orthogonal complement in L k (N, ν) to the space generated by the Eisenstein series. The spectrum of −∆ k on S k (N, ν) is countable and contained in [λ 0 (k), ∞), where λ 0 (k) ≥ 0 denotes the lowest eigenvalue. The spectrum has no limit points except for ∞. The eigenfunctions of ∆ k in S k (N, ν) are called Maass cusp forms. We will mostly be working with the space S1
2
(1, χ), so we fix an orthonormal basis {u j } with corresponding spectral parameters r j and with Fourier series given by
(2.1)
Hecke theory for holomorphic cusp forms
We briefly review Hecke theory for holomorphic cusp forms of half integral weight. For N, k ∈ N, let S 1 2 +k (4N, Ψ) denote the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight 1/2 + k on Γ 0 (4N) with Dirichlet character Ψ (with respect to the Θ-multiplier ν Θ [14, p. 148] ). For all primes p ∤ 4N, the action of the Hecke operator T p 2 on
is given by [17, Definition 3.1]
(3.1) There are Hecke operators T n 2 for all integers n such that (n, 4N) = 1. For v ∈ N, the operators T p 2v are polynomials in the T p 2 . If (nm, 4N) = 1 and (n, m) = 1 then , we have the map
For primes p ∤ 6, there are Hecke operatorsT
AllT n 2 are determined using (3.3) and the above facts concerning T n 2 . We recall the Shimura correspondence for half-integral weight holomorphic cusp forms.
Lemma 3.1. [17, Theorem 3.14] Let N, k ∈ N and Ψ be a character modulo 4N.
(4N, Ψ). Let t be a positive square-free integer, and define the Dirichlet character Ψ t by Ψ t (n) := Ψ(n)
Moreover, if k ≥ 2, then Sh t (g) is a cusp form. We have
where T p denotes the usual Hecke operator on M 2k (2N, Ψ 2 ).
Hecke theory for Maass cusp forms
We discuss Hecke theory for the spaces S 0 (N, 1) and S1
2
(N, χ). For each n coprime to N, the Hecke operator T n acts on a Maass cusp form f ∈ S 0 (N, 1) [7, Section 6] by
Each T n commutes with ∆ 0 , so T n is an endomorphism of S 0 (N, 1). These operators satisfy
Consider an orthonormal basis of Maass cusp forms {v j } for S 0 (N, 1) that are also Hecke eigenforms for all T n with n coprime to N. Suppose that each v j has Fourier expansion [7, (6.14) and (6.15)]
where t j is the spectral parameter attached to v j . The H θ -hypothesis asserts that
where the λ j (n) are the Hecke-Maass eigenvalues defined by
The Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture asserts that H 0 is true. The best known result is due to Kim and Sarnak [12, Appendix 2] , who showed that the exponent θ = 7/64 is available. Applying T n to the Fourier expansion of v j we see that [7, (6.14) ,(6.15)]
The Hecke operators T p 2 for p ∤ 6 are defined on S1
(1, χ) [1, Section 2.6] by
, so T p 2 is an endomorphism of S1
(1, χ, r). Ahlgren and Andersen [1] developed a Shimura type correspondence between Maass cusp forms of weight 1/2 on Γ 0 (N) with the eta multiplier twisted by a Dirichlet character and Maass cusp forms of weight 0. Here we provide details only in the simplest case. In this setting it is most convenient to write the expansion of f ∈ S1
(1, χ, r) in the form
(1, χ, r) with r = i/4 and Fourier expansion given by (4.3). Let t ≡ 1 (mod 24) be a square-free positive integer and define b t (n) ∈ C by the relation
Then the function S t defined by
is an even Maass cusp form in S 0 (6, 1, 2r). For any prime p ≥ 5 we have
Remark 4.1. Using Theorem 4.1, Ahlgren and Andersen rule out the existence of exceptional eigenvalues in S1
(1, χ, r) = {0}, then either r = i/4 or r > 1.9. Note that r 0 = i/4 corresponds to the minimal eigenvalue λ 0 = 3 16 . This is achieved by the unique normalised cusp form
The Fourier coefficients ρ 0 (m) of u 0 are non-zero only when m − 1 ∈ P. See [2, pg. 435].
Kuznetsov-Proskurin formula
Here we develop some tools for the case m, n > 0. Let φ ∈ C 4 [0, ∞) be such that
as t → ∞ for some fixed ε > 0. We define the auxiliary integralš
where J ν for ν ∈ C denotes the J-Bessel function.
Using a trigonometric identity, we write the integrand occurring inφ(r) in the more convenient form 1
For each integer l ≥ 1, let B l denote an orthonormal basis forS 1 2 +2l (1, χ) and
Suppose each f ∈ S has Fourier expansion given by
and weight denoted by w(f ). Let {u j } be an orthonormal basis for S1
2
(1, χ) with Fourier expansion given by (2.1). For m, n > 0, Proskurin's formula [20, p. 3888 
where
Given a, x > 0, choose a parameter T > 0 such that
• φ and φ ′ are piecewise monotone on a fixed number of intervals.
Here we provide bounds for some useful expressions involvingφ andφ.
Lemma 5.1. Let φ = φ a,x,T be as above. For a := 4π √mñ we have 
+ 2l)
.
Thus the left hand side of (5.8) is bounded by O(1). Now consider the case when x ≤ 4π √mñ . In what follows we write k := 1/2 + 2l for convenience. We treat each integral (5.2) occurring in the summand of (5. [24, (22) and (23) 
Variant of Proskurin-Kuznetsov formula
We introduce the tools for the mixed sign case m > 0 and n < 0. Let φ be as in Section 5. DefineΦ (r) := cosh(πr)
where K ν for ν ∈ C denotes the K-Bessel function. Let {u j } be an orthonormal basis for S1 for r ≥ max a x , 1 .
Bound for holomorphic forms
In this section we bound the U term in (5.5) uniformly in m, n and x. To obtain bounds in terms of the square-free parts of 24m − 23 and 24n − 23, we exploit the Shimura correspondence and Deligne's bound.
We first recall the half-integral weight Petersson formula [26, p. 89] . Let k, N ∈ N and ψ j := r≥1 a j (n)e(nτ )
be an orthonormal basis for S 1 2 +k (4N, Ψ). Then
(n, n, c),
is a twisted Kloosterman sum. (1,χ) be an orthonormal Hecke eigenbasis with respect to T p 2 for all primes p ∤ 6. Suppose that 
is an orthonormal set of Hecke eigenforms. Note that
Applying the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities to the right side of (5.6) and using (7.5) we obtain
The set in (7.4) can be extended to an orthonormal basis of S 1 2 +2l (576, χ 12 ). Applying (7.1) and the triangle inequality we obtain
Let δ > 0 be fixed and small. To bound the right hand side of (7.7) we consider the cases c ≤ n 1+δ and c > n 1+δ . When c ≤ n 1+δ , we use [31, Lemma 4] In the case c ≥ n 1+δ we apply [8, (10.14.4)] and (7.8) in the following computation
+ε .
(7.10) Combining (7.6)-(7.10) we obtain
Thus (7.2) follows from Lemma 5.1. We now prove (7.3). Since g jl ∈ S 1 2 +2l (576, χ 12 ) is an eigenform under the action of T n 2 for all n coprime to 6, we know that Sh t (g jl ) ∈ S 4l (288, 1) is an eigenform under the action of T n with the same eigenvalue. Denote this eigenvalue by λ jl (n). For each l and j define b t (n) ∈ C by
We also define the arithmetic functions
The equality in Lemma 3.1 implies that b t = g * h. Observe that h is multiplicative and h(1) = 1, so h has a multiplicative Dirichlet inverse. We have h −1 (1) = 1 and a computation for p prime and α ∈ N yields
otherwise.
Using the fact that the Sh t (g jl ) are Hecke eigenforms of integral weight and that b t (1) = c jl (t), we have
By Deligne's bound [5] we have
+ε . (7.15) Using (7.13) and (7.15), (7.14) becomes
We may replace each summand on the right hand side of (7.5) with |c jl (t)|n . Performing similar computations to those occuring in (7.6)-(7.10), we see that (7.11) becomes
Thus Lemma 5.1 implies (7.3).
Estimates for the coefficients of Maass cusp forms
We bound the quantities in (5.7) and (6.1) in the proofs of the main theorems by modifying the dyadic arguments of [24] . Here we collect the main inputs required for this argument. The first is a mean value estimate for the coefficients of weight 1/2 Maass cusp forms due to Ahlgren-Andersen and also a forthcoming estimate of Andersen. (1, χ) with spectral parameters r j and Fourier expansion given by (2.1). If n > 0 then we havẽ
The second main idea is the application of an averaged form of a pointwise bound due to Duke [6] for the Fourier coefficients of Maass cusp forms of half integral weight with multiplier Proposition 8.3. Let {u j } be an orthonormal basis for S1
2
(1, χ) with spectral parameters r j and Fourier expansion given by (2.1). If all the u j are Hecke eigenforms of T p 2 , then for
Proof. Suppose 24n − 23 = n 2 0 t with t square-free. Under the H θ hypothesis we can apply (11.4) below followed by [1, Theorem 8.1] to obtain
Since θ = 7/64 is an acceptable exponent [12, Appendix 2] we see that
This averaged bound allows us to optimise the dyadic argument in the spectral parameter, and is ultimately responsible for the improved mn-aspect occurring in Theorem 1.1. Proof of Proposition 9.1. Let φ be a smooth test function with the properties listed in Section 5. Fix a := 4π m|ñ| and let T > 0, 0 < β < 1/2 both be chosen later. Suppose
Using the Weil bound [1, Proposition 2.1] and the mean value bound for the divisor function we have
Recall that we have
Let {u j } be an orthonormal basis of Maass cusp forms for S1
(1, χ) that are also a Hecke eigenbasis with respect to the T p 2 for all primes p ∤ 6. Note that there is no contribution from r 0 = i/4 since n is negative. For the initial segment 0 < r j ≤ 4π(m|ñ|) β , we apply Proposition 8.3 to obtain
Then applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (9.4), Lemma 6.1 and the fact that r j > 1.9 [1, Corollary 5.3] yields the estimate m|ñ|
+5β+ε .
(9.5)
We now estimate the contribution to W from the dyadic intervals A ≤ r j ≤ 2A with A ≥ 4π(m|ñ|) β . Since we are assuming x ≥ (m|ñ|) 
β+ε .
Summing over dyadic intervals [2
β ] with j = 0, 1, 2, . . . we see that when x ≥ (m|ñ|) 1 2 −β , the following holds: To balance the x-aspect of (9.2) and (9.9) we choose T := x 2 3 . To balance the mn-aspect of (9.9) and the contribution from the initial segment for c, we set β = . Combining (9.2) and (9.9) leads to the result. +ε by [1, (2.30) ] to (9.1). One then breaks the interval 4π √mñ ≤ c ≤ X into O(log X) dyadic intervals x ≤ c ≤ 2x with 4π √mñ ≤ x ≤ X/2, and applies Proposition 10.1. 
Summing over dyadic intervals [A, 2A] for A ≥ max a/x, 1 = 1 we obtain
+ε log x.
To balance the x-aspect of (9.2) and (10.3) we choose T := x 
Proof of Theorem 1.3
The heart of the argument is to use Theorem 4.1 as a means to access the H θ -hypothesis. +ε |mn| ε log 2 x.
As before, Proposition 11.1 implies Theorem 1.3 with the choice of initial segment 1 ≤ c ≤ |mñ| Proof of Proposition 11.1. Let φ be a smooth test function with the properties listed in Section 5. Fix a := 4π m|ñ| and let T > 0 be chosen later. Let {u j } be an orthonormal basis for S1
2
(1, χ) consisting of Hecke eigenforms of T p 2 for all primes p ∤ 6. We follow the proof of Proposition 9.1 to (9.3) and remind the reader that there is no contribution from r 0 = i/4 since n is negative.
To bound W, we will treat the spectral parameter separately on different ranges. Note that it is sufficient to consider r j ≥ 1 by Remark 4.1. The ranges are
We first consider the case r j ≥ max a/x, 1 . For A ≥ max a/x, 1 , we first prove
+ε . (11.1)
To prove (11.1) we start with (9.6). Recalling the normalisations (2.1) and (4.3) we define
where S t denotes the lift for cusp forms in Theorem 4.1. The S t (u j ) are also eigenforms under the action of T n . Let the eigenvalue be denoted by λ j (n). We define the arithmetic functions
The equality in Theorem 4.1 implies that b t (·, j) = g * h. Observe that h(1) = 1, so arguing as in Section 7 gives
for all u ∈ N. (11.3) Using (4.2) and the relation b t (1, j) = a j (t), we have
Applying the H θ -hypothesis and (11.3) we obtain
By the definition of g and (11.2) we conclude that
Using (11.4) in (9.6), we see that (11.1) follows from Proposition 8.2.
Combining (9.7) and (11.1), for A ≥ max a/x, 1 we have
+ε + |n| 1 4 +ε ) + A −2 | log A||mn| we simplify (11.5) . This right side of (11.5) is
+ε + |n| We now consider the range max a/8x, 1 ≤ r j ≤ a/x. Lemma 6.1 ensures that we can replace min √ A, x/T √ A in (11.5) and (11.6) with A. Recalling that x ≥ |mñ| To balance the x-aspect of (9.2) and (11.9) we choose T := x Proof of Proposition 12.1. First recall (5.5) and (9.2). Note that there is no contribution from r 0 = i/4 by Remark 4.1 and the hypothesis on m and n. By Remark 4.1 it is sufficient to consider r j ≥ 1. In view of Lemma 7.1, we consider the ranges 1 ≤r j ≤ a/x, r j ≥ max a/x, 1 .
In the latter range we establish (11.5) and (11.6) withΦ replaced withφ. Thus 
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